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Any problems, he goes to Paulie. For the hearing impaired, subtitles are also presented in a variety of
languages. Don't put it in your pocket. This sweeping, melancholy piece is the background for a montage
revealing Johnny and his fiancee dead in the car, bodies discovered in a garbage truck and Frankie frozen stiff
among slabs of meat in a lorry. If we wanted something we just took it. It's hard to believe now that Scorsese
was in the midst of a career low after The Last Temptation Of Christ before starting on Goodfellas. I talk to
them a million times. Lucas, for years focused on his business and disciplined in keeping a low profile, shows
up at the fight dressed in flashy clothes and with better seats than even the Italian mobsters. Outside the
post-office, the young boy identifies the mailman who delivered the school letter, and the startled postal
delivery man is threatened: "From now on, any letter from that school to that kid's house comes directly here.
To me, being a gangster was better than being President of the United States. Inside is a bloodied mob
member [identified later as Billy Batts Frank Vincent ] wrapped in white tablecloths. That what Paulie and the
organization does is offer protection for people who can't go to the cops. They weren't like anybody else. It
lives up to all the hype and critical acclaim. Al Pacino stars as Cuban immigrant turned drug lord Tony
Montana. That's all it is. What am I supposed to do, shoot him? And that's what it's all about. She had these
great eyes. You mean the way I talk? Made in and based on the book Wiseguy by Nicholas Pileggi, Goodfellas
traces the life of low-level gangster Henry Hill Ray Liotta from his teenage years in the s to his betrayal of
those closest to him three decades later. I mean, what's funny about it? It is a major turning point for each of
them. In the next scene, a scared Sonny - with a bandage on his forehead from the injury, complains to Paulie
about how Tommy's behavior he's compared to "an arch criminal" is dangerous, disruptive and volatile to the
self-regulating criminal world, but Paulie responds helplessly foreshadowing an execution scene later in the
film : You think you're the only one? Henry, at 21, is already immersed in the underworld and dating the
beautiful Karen Lorraine Bracco. Their discussions are even more involving since they offer their own
perspective of events in direct comparison to what is portrayed cinematically. After all, the scene is 7 pages
long. Suffice to say, Jimmy is not happy. Narrated by Alec Baldwin, this rather long and rambling film
contains many excerpts from several classic black and white movies and interviews with film historians,
critics and directors including Scorsese. I could go anywhere. The proprietor watches him.


